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(Granted under the act of Sarch 3, 1883, as 

amended April 30, 1928; 370 O. G. 57) 
The invention described herein may be manu 

factured and used by or for the Government for governmental purposes, without the payment 
to me of any royalty thereon. 
This invention relates to a holder for divisional 

propellent charge and similarly arranged units. 
In a round of anmunition for tre:nch mortars 

it is customary to issue the round with a maxi 
nun propellent charge and then to remove a 
portion of the charge as occasion requires. 
The purpose of this invention is to provide a, 

Simple form of propelient charge holder which 
Will maintain the charge in its proper place to 
insure ignition and which may be readily noved 
When it is desired to remove a portion of tile charge. 
A further object is to so form the holder that 

it will not become detached from the projectile 
and remain in the morta and that it will offer 
a minimum of resistance to fight of the projec tile. 

To these and other ends, the invention con 
sists in the construction, arrangement and coin 
bination of elements descried hereinafter and 
pointed out in the clairin forming a part of this specification. 
A practical embodiment of the invention is 

illustrated in the accompanying drawing, where 

Fig. 1 is a longitudinal sectionai view of the 
rear end of a projectile equipped with the im proved charge holder; 

Fig. 2 is a detail plan View of the holdei'; 
Fig. 3 is a view in side elevation of the holder; 
Fig. 4 is a plan view of the propellent charge. 
Referring to the drawing by characters of ref 

erence there is shown a portion of a projectile 
of the nuzzie loading type adapted to be fired 
from a trench mortar. The projectile includes 
a body 5 formed with a tapered tail 6 ending in 
a reduced stem . A tube 8 threaded on the stein 
is provided on its rear polition. With a plurality 
of vanes or fins 9 which serve the USuai purpose 
of Stabilizing the projectile While in flight. 
A cartridge of the shot-gun type is carried 

in the rear part of the tube and incitides a 
primer which is fired when its strikes a pin 
at the bottom of the mortar. The tube 8 is 
provided with a plurality of staggered Vents 2 
or conducting the flaire from the cartridge to a 
ropellent charge 3 which is disposed on the 
uter side of the tube and forwardly of the fins 9. 
The propellent charge 3 consists of a plu 

ality of thin flexible sheets 3a each having a 
rcular opening 4 for receiving the tube 8. 
ach sheet is also provided With a slit is ex 
nding from the opening 4 to the edge and en 

abling the sheet to be readily applied to and re 
noved from the tube. In accordance with the 2Oile System of firing employed with mortars 
a variable quantity of propellent charge is em 
ployed under various circumstances. The round 
of alliamunition is assembled with the maximum charge and a predetermined number of sheets is removed as occasion requires. 
The sheets constituting the charge are main 

tained against the fins or a Corresponding abut 
inent and also in line with the vents : by means 
of a holder 6 which frictionally and resiliently 
grips the tube and which may be filarually noved 
away from the charge to facilitate removal of 
certain of the sheets and then restored to a holding position. 
The holder 6 is formed of a single resilient 

Wire or element and includes arcuate Shaped ring 
forming or body portions 6a and a plurality 
of radially extending loops Sb disposed within 
the ring. The ring portions are preferabiy off 
Set as shown at f6 in Fig. 3. When mounted 
On the tube 8 the parts of the loops that, are the 
closest to the center of the ring engage the 
tube, while the remaining parts of the ring aid 
the ring portions engage the front sheet 3a of 
the propellent charge. It will be observed that 
the looped portions 6b are disposed with their 
inner peripheral portions on a circle Substantially 
the same in diameter as the tube 8 while the arcuate shaped ring forming portions 8a, ex 
tend from the outer peripheral portions of the 
loops and are disposed on a circle Substantially 
Concentric with the first mentioned circle. i claim: 

In a projectile of the type having a tubular 
member provided to receive a propelent charge 
in Surrouilding relation, a holder adapted to re 
tain the propelient charge in engagement with 
an abutment on the tubular member compris ing, a resilient element, engageable with the end 
of Said propellent charge remote from the abut 
ment, having a plurality of ragially 8Xteiadirig 
similarly looped portions disposad in substan 
tially the same plane in circumferentially spaced 
relation, with their inner peripheral portions on 
a circle of Substantially the same diameter as 
Said tubular inenber and joined at their outer 
peripheral portions by arcuate shaped eiements 
disposed on a circle Sistaitially in concentrie 
relation with said first named circle; whereby 
the holder is adapted to sidingly engage the cit 
Side of the tubular membe: with sufficient fric 
tion to hold propellent charges of different rela 
tive lengths axially of the tubular member in en gagement With Said abutment. 

EDWARD J. McCORMICK. 
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